
Among Us is an online multiplayerAmong Us is an online multiplayer
gamegame    that allows a maximum ofthat allows a maximum of

10 players to take on the roles of a10 players to take on the roles of a
Crewmate or Imposter. The aim ofCrewmate or Imposter. The aim of
the game is for the Crewmates tothe game is for the Crewmates to
identify the players who are theidentify the players who are the

Imposters in the game. TheImposters in the game. The
Imposters in the game have toImposters in the game have to

secretly sabotage the tasks on thesecretly sabotage the tasks on the
ship and kill the Crewmates beforeship and kill the Crewmates before

they finish their tasks.they finish their tasks.

FEATURESFEATURES

HOSTING FEATUREHOSTING FEATURE  
This option generates a code that can be shared with other players to giveThis option generates a code that can be shared with other players to give

them access to the game.them access to the game.  
PUBLIC FEATUREPUBLIC FEATURE

This allows users to join games that are set as public. Only 10 players canThis allows users to join games that are set as public. Only 10 players can
join each game before the game has started. This does mean that childrenjoin each game before the game has started. This does mean that children

may interact with users they don’t know.may interact with users they don’t know.
CHAT FEATURECHAT FEATURE  

In addition to the chat function in the game, players can also use DiscordIn addition to the chat function in the game, players can also use Discord
servers to talk to each other in the game.servers to talk to each other in the game.  

  

  

STRANGERSSTRANGERS
If your child is playing a game that is set toIf your child is playing a game that is set to
public, they may meet and chat with peoplepublic, they may meet and chat with people

they don’t know which could put them at risk.they don’t know which could put them at risk.

SSet get games to private and only let your child play with peopleet get games to private and only let your child play with people
that they know.that they know.

  
If they are the Host of the game, advise them to remove anyoneIf they are the Host of the game, advise them to remove anyone

that isthat is    sharing inappropriate content and talk to a trusted adult.sharing inappropriate content and talk to a trusted adult.
  

If they play public games, make sure they keep their personalIf they play public games, make sure they keep their personal
information private.information private.

  
If your child uses Discord to speakIf your child uses Discord to speak, encourage them to put the, encourage them to put the

sound through speakers rather than on a headset so you can besound through speakers rather than on a headset so you can be
aware of what is being said.aware of what is being said.

  
Talk to your child about issues such as cyberbullying and onlineTalk to your child about issues such as cyberbullying and online
grooming so they know how to recognise these risks, and havegrooming so they know how to recognise these risks, and have

some coping strategies to use if they come across them in and outsome coping strategies to use if they come across them in and out
of the game.of the game.

PEGI 7+PEGI 7+

 
 

Take time to check it out for yourself and always promote yourself as a
source of support and someone to talk to if your child has any concerns.

Advice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safe

SEEING INAPPROPRIATE CONTENTSEEING INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT  
You can use the censor filter to block out badYou can use the censor filter to block out bad

language. However, it does not blocklanguage. However, it does not block
everything, and there are words that are noteverything, and there are words that are not

picked up by the filter.picked up by the filter.

FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...  
WHAT IS AMONG US?WHAT IS AMONG US?

SAFETY FEATURESSAFETY FEATURES  
Apart from a censor option to remove theApart from a censor option to remove the
bad language, there are no inbuilt safetybad language, there are no inbuilt safety

features in the gamefeatures in the game

TOP TIPS...TOP TIPS...

As with any 'app', communication
platform or online game....

AMONG US 

RISKS...RISKS...



Yubo is a live-streaming platformYubo is a live-streaming platform
marketed to help users “meet newmarketed to help users “meet new
people” from all around the world.people” from all around the world.

Users can connect with othersUsers can connect with others
based on a range of topices frombased on a range of topices from

interests, location, or gender.interests, location, or gender.

FEATURESFEATURES

LivestreamingLivestreaming    
Users can join livestreams (lives) with their camera and/or soundUsers can join livestreams (lives) with their camera and/or sound

switched off. Streamers and viewers can then add each other as friends.switched off. Streamers and viewers can then add each other as friends...  
Profile SharingProfile Sharing

Users canUsers can    introduce their friends to other users.introduce their friends to other users.    Users also have theUsers also have the
ability toability to    swipe, this feature is normally used in popular dating appsswipe, this feature is normally used in popular dating apps

GamesGames
Users can play games like “To be Honest”Users can play games like “To be Honest”    and “Would You Rather” withand “Would You Rather” with

each othereach other
  

  

STRANGERSSTRANGERS
This platform is designed to have peopleThis platform is designed to have people

"connect" with strangers. Even suggesting not to"connect" with strangers. Even suggesting not to
be a "boredo" and to keep getting more andbe a "boredo" and to keep getting more and

more friends.more friends.    

Set up general safety settings as there isn't specific parentalSet up general safety settings as there isn't specific parental
controlscontrols      

  
Talk about what it means to be a stranger online, and how weTalk about what it means to be a stranger online, and how we

should keep our personal information. Privateshould keep our personal information. Private
  

Know how to report unsafe or abusive behaviourKnow how to report unsafe or abusive behaviour  
  

Yubo does partner with Yoti Age Scan which is soft wear whichYubo does partner with Yoti Age Scan which is soft wear which
estimates the age of a user and if they have taken a photo fromestimates the age of a user and if they have taken a photo from

the internet. This is a positive step but is not fool proofthe internet. This is a positive step but is not fool proof
  

Talk to your child about issues such as cyberbullying and onlineTalk to your child about issues such as cyberbullying and online
grooming so they know how to recognise these risks, and havegrooming so they know how to recognise these risks, and have

some coping strategies to use if they come across them in and outsome coping strategies to use if they come across them in and out
of the game.of the game.

Once registered you are sortedOnce registered you are sorted
into eitherinto either  

13-17 or 18+13-17 or 18+  

 
 

Take time to check it out for yourself and always promote yourself as a
source of support and someone to talk to if your child has any concerns.

Advice for keeping children & young people safeAdvice for keeping children & young people safe

Sharing Personal informationSharing Personal information  
The premise of this platform is to shareThe premise of this platform is to share

personal information which is exactly what wepersonal information which is exactly what we
tell young people NOT to dotell young people NOT to do

FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...  
WHAT IS Yubo?WHAT IS Yubo?

YuBucksYuBucks  
Users can buy "buzz" or popularityUsers can buy "buzz" or popularity

with inapp purchaseswith inapp purchases
  

TOP TIPS...TOP TIPS...

As with any 'app', communication
platform or online game....

RISKS...RISKS...

Yubo


